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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to apply the concept of interval-valued intuitionistic 

fuzzy set to implicative ideals and commutative ideals in BCK-algebras and 

introduced the new notion of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative 

ideals in BCK-algebras and interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy commutative 

ideals in BCK-algebras and related properties are investigated.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Y. Imai and K. Iseki [16] introduced the notion of a new class of general algebras 

which is called a BCK-algebra. This name is taken from the BCK-system of C. A. 

Meredith. Since then many researchers studied several notions and properties of 

BCK-algebras. In Xi (1991) applied fuzzy subsets in BCK-algebras and studied fuzzy 

BCK-algebras. He defined the concept of fuzzy ideals and fuzzy implicative ideal. 

Algebraic structures play an important role in mathematics with wide range of 
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applications in many disciplines such as theoretical physics, computer sciences, 

control engineering, information sciences, coding theory etc.. On the other hand, in 

handling information regarding various aspects of uncertainty, non-classical logic (a 

great extension and development of classical logic) is considered to be more powerful 

technique than the classical logic one. The non-classical logic, therefore, has now a 

day’s become a useful tool in computer science. Moreover, non-classical logic deals 

with the fuzzy information and uncertainty. In 1965, Zadeh [23] introduced the notion 

of a fuzzy subset of a set as a method for representing uncertainty in real physical 

world. Extending the concept of fuzzy sets (FSs), many scholars introduced various 

notions of higher order FSs. Among them, interval-valued fuzzy sets (IVFSs) 

provides with a flexible mathematical framework to cope with imperfect and 

imprecise information. Moreover, Attanssov [1, 4] introduced the concept of 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) and Atanassov and Gargov [2] the interval-valued 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFSs), as a generalization of an ordinary FSs. 

 

In this paper, we applied the concept of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets to 

implicative ideals and commutative ideals in BCK-algebras and introduced the new 

notion of   interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideals and interval-valued 

intuitionistic fuzzy commutative ideals of BCK-algebras and investigate some of its 

interesting and related  properties.      

 

2. PRELIMINARIES: 

Definition.2.1. Let X be a non empty set with a binary operation “ ” and a constant 

“0”. Then 0) , X, (  is called BCK-algebra, if it satisfies the following conditions. 

    (BCK-1) ((x y) (x z)) (z y)=0     , 

    (BCK-2) (x (x y)) y=0   , 

    (BCK-3) x x=0 , 

    (BCK-4) 0 x=0 , 

    (BCK-5) x y=0 and y x=0 imply x y    , for any Xzy,x,   

We can define a binary relation   on X  by letting yx  if and only if 0yx  .  

In a BCK-algebra 0) , X, (  , we have the following properties: 

    (P1) x0x  ,  (P2) xyx  ,  (P3) yz)(xzy)(x  , 

(P4) yxz)(yz)(x  , 

    (P5) yxy))(x(xx  ,(P6) zyzxyx   and xzyz  ,  

    (P7) x y z implies x z y    , for all Xzy,x,  . 

 A BCK-algebra X is said to be  

 Positive implicative if )z(yz)(xzy)(x    for all Xzy,x,  . 
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 Implicative if x)(yxx  , for all x,y X ,  

 Commutative if )x(yyy)(xx   for all X.zy,x,   

A non-empty subset I of X is said to be sub-algebra of X if 

x y I  whenever x,y I , 

an ideal of X if ( 1I ) I0  and  ( 2I ) yx   and Iy  imply that Ix  for all Xyx,  , 

an implicative ideal if ( 1I ) and ( 3I ) Izx))(y(x  and Iz  imply Ix  for 

all Xzy,x,  , commutative ideal if ( 1I ) and )(I4  Izy)(x  and Iz imply 

Ix))(y(yx  for all Xzy,x,  ,  positive implicative ideal if ( 1I ) and )(I5  

Izy)(x  and Izy   imply Iz x   for all Xzy,x,  . 

An interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set (i-v IFS, shortly) “ A
~

” over X is an object 

having the form  Xx:)λ
~

,μ~ (x,A
~

AA  , where 1] D[0,X:(x)μ~A   and 

1] D[0,X:(x)λ
~

A  , the intervals (x)μ~A and (x)λ
~

A denotes the intervals of the degree 

of  membership and the degree of the non-membership of the element x to the set A
~

, 

where (x)]μ (x),[μ(x)μ~ AAA

   and (x)]λ (x),[λ(x)λ
~

AAA

  for all Xx  with the 

condition [1,1](x)
A

λ
~

(x)
A

μ~[0,0]   for all Xx .  For the sake of simplicity, we 

use the symbol )λ
~
 ,μ~(A

~
AA ,where 1] D[0, is the set of all closed sub intervals of 

[0,1]. 

 

Definition. 2.2. An IFS )λ,μ(X,A AA  in X is an intuitionistic fuzzy ideal (IF-ideal) of 

X, if it satisfies 

(IF1) (x)μ(0)μ AA  and (y)λ(0)λ AA   

(IF2) (x)}μy),(xmin{μ(x)μ AAA   

(IF3) (y)}λy),(xmin{λ(x)λ AAA  for all .Xyx,   

Theorem.2.3. An intuitionistic fuzzy sub-algebra )λ,μ(X,A AA  is an intuitionistic 

fuzzy ideal of X if and only if for (z)}μ(y),min{μ(x)μzyxX,zy,x, AAA  and 

(z)}λ(y),max{λ(x)λ AAA   

 

3. INTERVAL-VALUED INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY IMPLICATIVE IDEAL  

      IN BCK-ALGEBRAS: 

In this section, we introduce the concept of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

implicative ideals in BCK-algebras and related properties are investigated.  
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Definition 3.1. An i-v IFS A AA (X,μ ,λ )   in X is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

implicative ideal (i-v IFI-ideal) of X if it satisfies 

   (i-v IFI-1) (x)μ~(0)μ~ AA  and )(xλ
~

(0)λ
~

AA   

   (i-v IFI-2) (z)}μ~z),x))(y((xμ~min{(x)μ~ AAA   

   (i-v IFI-3) (z)}λ
~

z),x))(y((xλ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA  , for all X.zy,x,   

 

Example 3.2. Let 4} {0,1,2,3,X   be a BCK-algebra with the following cayley table 

 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 1 0 0 

2 2 2 0 0 0 

3 3 3 3 0 0 

4 4 3 4 1 0 

 

Define an i-v IF A AA (X,μ ,λ )  in H by  

s~(4)μ~(3)μ~, [1,1] (2)μ~ (1)μ~ (0)μ~ AAAAA  and A A Aλ (0)  λ (1)   λ (2)  [0,0],    

A Aλ (3) λ (4) t   , where D[0,1]t
~

,s~   such that [1,1]t
~

s~[0,0]  . By routine 

calculations, A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of 

X. 

 

Theorem 3.3. Every interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X is an 

interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal. 

 

Remark 3.4. The converse of the Theorem 3.3 may not be true as shown in the following 

example.  

 

Example 3.5.Let X be a BCK-algebra as in Example 3.2.  

Define an i-v IFS A AA (X,μ ,λ )  in X by A Aμ (0)   μ (2)  [1,1]   

A A Aμ (1)  μ (3) μ (4) s    and A Aλ (0)  λ (2) [0,0],   A A Aλ (1)  λ (3) λ (4) t   , 

where D[0,1]t
~

,s~   such that 
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[1,1]t
~

s~[0,0]  . It is easy to check that A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval-valued 

intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X, but A
~

is not an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

implicative ideal of X because  

 (2)}μ~),21))(3((1μ~min{]1,1[s~(1)μ~ AAA  and  

(2)}λ
~

2),1))(3((1λ
~

max{0,0][t
~

(1)λ
~

AAA   

In the following theorem, we can see that the converse of the Theorem 3.3 can also holds 

in an implicative BCK-algebra. 

 

Theorem 3.6. If X is an implicative BCK-algebra, then every interval valued 

intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of 

X. 

Corollary 3.7. Let A AA (X,μ ,λ ) be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

implicative ideal of X. If  yx   in X, then (y),μ~(x)μ~ AA  (y),λ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  that is, 

Aμ~ is order-reversing and Aλ
~

is order-preserving. 

Proposition 3.8 [20]. Let I and A be ideals of X with AI  . If I is an implicative 

ideal, then so is A. 

Theorem 3.9. Let )λ
~

,μ~(X,A
~

AA be an i-v IF set of X , Then the following 

conditions are equivalent. 

(i) A
~

 is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X . 

(ii) The non-empty sets ])s ,[s ;μ~U( 21A  and ]) t,[t ;λ
~

L( 21A  are interval valued  

            implicative ideals of X ,for all 1] D[0,] t,[t ],s ,[s 2121   

Proof: The proof is straight forward. 

Note: (i) A(0) B(0)  imply  (0)λ
~

(0)λ
~
 (0),μ~(0)μ~ BABA  . 

          (ii) A B  imply (x)λ
~

(x)λ
~
 (x),μ~(x)μ~ BABA   for all Xx . 

Theorem 3.10. (Extension theorem of interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative 

ideals.)  Let )λ
~

,μ~(X,A
~

AA and )λ
~

,μ~(X,B
~

BB are interval valued intuitionistic 

fuzzy ideals of X such that A(0) B(0) and A B  .    If A
~

 is an interval valued 

intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X, then so is B
~

. 

Proof: To prove that B
~

 is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of 

X, it is suffices to show that, )s~;μ~U( B  and )t
~

;λ
~

L( B for any D[0,1]t
~

,s~  are either 

empty (or) an interval valued implicative ideals of X. If the level subset )s~;μ~U( A is 
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non empty, then  )s~;μ~U( A  and )s~;μ~U( )s~;μ~U( BA  . Infect, if 

s~(x)μ~ )s~;μ~U(x AA  , that is  s~(x)μ~(x)μ~ AB  , so that  )s~;μ~U(x B .  Also 

if the level subset  )t
~

;λ
~

L( A is non empty, then  Φ)t
~

;λ
~

L( A  and )t
~

;λ
~

L( )t
~

;λ
~

L( BA  . 

In fact, if t
~

(x)λ
~

 )t
~

;λ
~

L(x AA  ,that is t
~

(x)λ
~

(x)λ
~

AB   )t
~

;λ
~

L(x B . By 

hypothesis, A AA (X,μ ,λ ) is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal 

of X. By Theorem 3.9, )s~;μ~U( A  and )t
~

;λ
~

L( A are interval-valued implicative ideals 

of X, for any D[0,1]t
~

,s~  . By Proposition 3.8, )s~;μ~U( B  and )t
~

;λ
~

L( B are interval 

valued implicative ideals of X, for any D[0,1]t
~

,s~  . Hence, by Theorem 3.9, 

)λ
~

,μ~(X,B
~

BB  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X 

 

Theorem 3.11. Let A AA (X,μ ,λ )  be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of 

X, then A
~

 is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X if and only if  

it satisfies the conditions )x)(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AA   and x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA   for all 

.Xyx,   

Proof: Let A AA (X,μ ,λ )  be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of 

X . 

Put 0z   in (i-v IFI 2) and (i-v IFI 3), we get A Aμ (x) μ (x (y x))   and 

x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  , for all X.yx,    

Conversely assume that,  

            x))(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AA  and x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  , for all X.yx,    

 Since A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X, 

}(z)μ~z),x))(y((xμ~min{x))(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AAAA  and 

(z)}λ
~

z),x))(y((xλ
~

max{x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AAAA  for all X.zy,x,   

Therefore A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of 

X. 

Theorem 3.12. Let A AA (X,μ ,λ )  be an  interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X. 

 Then the following are equivalent 

(i) A
~

is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X. 

(ii) )x)(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AA  and x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  , for all .Xyx,     
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(iii) )x)(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AA  and x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  , for all .Xyx,     

Proof: To prove (ii)(i)   Let A
~

 be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative 

ideal of X.  Put z = 0 in (i-v IFI-2) and (i-v IFI-3), we get )x)(y(xμ~(x)μ~ AA  and 

x))(y(xλ
~

(x)λ
~

AA  , for all .Xyx,   Hence the condition (ii) holds. 

(iii)(ii)  observe that in X, x (x y) x   by (ii).  Applying Corollary 3.7, we have  

)(xμ~y))(x(xμ~ AA   and (x)λ
~

y))(x(xλ
~

AA  .  

It follows from (ii) that )(xμ~y))(x(xμ~ AA   and (x),λ
~

y))(x(xλ
~

AA   for all 

.Xyx,    

Hence the condition (iii) holds. 

(i)(iii)   Since A AA (X,μ ,λ )   be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X,  

We have  

}(z)μ~z),x))(y((xμ~min{x)))(y(xμ~ AAA  and               

(z)}λ
~

z),x))(y((xλ
~

max{x)))(y(xλ
~

AAA  , for all X.zy,x,   

Combining (iii) we obtain  

 (z)}μ~z),x))(y((xμ~min{(x)μ~ AAA  and 

(z)}λ
~

z),x))(y((xλ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA  for all .Xzy,x,   Obviously A
~

 satisfy 

(x)μ~(0)μ~ AA  and )(xλ
~

(0)λ
~

AA  for all X.x   

Therefore A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X  

 

Theorem 3.13. An interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sub-algebra A AA (X,μ ,λ )  of X 

 is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal if and only if zzx))(y(x   

implies (u)}μ~(z),μ~min{(x)μ~ AAA  and (u)}.λ
~

(z),λ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA   for all .Xuz,y,x,   

Proof: Assume that A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative 

ideal of X. Let Xu z, y, x,   be such that uzx))(y(x  . 

Since, A AA (X,μ ,λ ) is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X by Theorem 

3.3,    

it follows from Theorem 2.3,  that 

 (u)}μ~(z),μ~min{x)))(y(xμ~ AAA  and (u)}.λ
~

(z),λ
~

max{x)))(y(xλ
~

AAA     

Making use of the Theorem 3.12, we have (iii)           

 (u)}μ~(z),μ~min{(x)μ~ AAA  and (u)},λ
~

(z),λ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA  for all .Xuz,x,   
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Conversely, assume that A AA (X,μ ,λ )  interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sub-algebra 

0f X and satisfies uzx))(y(x  imply (u)}μ~(z),μ~min{(x)μ~ AAA  and 

(u)},λ
~

(z),λ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA  for all .Xuz,x,   We have (x)μ~(0)μ~ AA  and 

).(xλ
~

(0)λ
~

AA   Since zz)x))(y((xx))(y(x  , it follows from hypothesis 

(z)}μ~z),x))(y((xμ~min{(x)μ~ AAA   and (z)}λ
~

z),x))(y((xλ
~

max{(x)λ
~

AAA  , 

for all X.zy,x,   

Thus A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy implicative ideal of X. 

 

4. INTERVAL-VALUED INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY COMMUTATIVE IDEALS 

OF BCK-ALGEBRAS: 
In this section, we introduced the notion of interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

commutative ideals in BCK-algebras and related properties are investigated.  

Definition 4.1. An i-v IFS A AA (X,μ ,λ )  in X is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

commutative ideal (i-v IFC-ideal) of X if it satisfies 

  (i-v IFCI 1) (x)μ~(0)μ~ AA  and (x)λ
~

(0)λ
~

AA   

  (i-v IFCI 2) }(z)μ~z),y)((xμ~min{x)))(y(y(xμ~ AAA   

  (i-v IFCI 3) }(z)λ
~

z),y)((xλ
~

max{x)))(y(y(xλ
~

AAA  for all X.zy,x,   

 

Example 4.2. Let 3} 2, 1, {0,X  in which “” is defined in the following table  

 

 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 1 

2 2 1 0 2 

3 3 3 3 0 

 

Then ,0)(X, is a BCK-algebra. Define an i-v IFS )λ
~

,μ~(X,A AA  in X by  

2AA1A0A s~(3)μ~(2)μ~ ,s~(1)μ~,s~(0)μ~  and 

2AA1A0A t
~

(3)λ
~

(2)λ
~

,t
~

(1)λ
~

,t
~

(0)λ
~

 ,  
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where ]1,0[Dt
~

,t
~

,t
~
 and s~,s~,s~ 210210   such that 210210 t

~
t
~

t
~
 and s~s~s~  and 

1] [1,t
~

s~0] [0, ii   for i=0,1,2.Then A AA (X,μ ,λ ) is an interval-valued intuitionistic 

fuzzy commutative ideal of X. 

Theorem 4.3. Let A AA (X,μ ,λ )  be an internal-valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X. 

Then A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy commutative ideal of X if 

and only if A Aμ (x (y (y x))) μ (x y)     and A Aλ (x (y (y x))) λ (x y)     , for all 

.Xzy,x,   

Proof: Assume that A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy 

commutative ideal of X. Put z = 0 in (i-v IFCI 2) and (i-v IFCI 3), we get 

A Aμ (x (y (y x))) μ (x y)      and  A Aλ (x (y (y x))) λ (x y)      for all .Xzy,x,   

Converse, suppose that  

A Aμ (x (y (y x))) μ (x y)     and A Aλ (x (y (y x))) λ (x y)     , for all x,y,z X …..(i) 

Since A AA (X,μ ,λ )  is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy ideal of X,  that is  

(z)}μz),y)((xμ~min{y)(xμ~ AAA  and 

A A Aλ (x y) max{λ ((x y) z),λ (z)}    …..(ii)   

Combining (i) and (ii), we get A A Aμ (x (y (y x))) min{μ ((x y) z),μ (z)}       and 

A A Aλ (x (y (y x))) max{λ ((x y) z),λ (z)}      for all X.zy,x,    

Thus A AA (X,μ ,λ ) is an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy commutative ideal of X. 
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